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INTRODUCTION

With the exception rf extended surface units and packed

towers, which operate by the film-contact mechanism, nearly all

types of liquid-liquid extraction equipment used today secure

ccntsGt through the dispersion of one please as drops. Even in

packed towers, drop formatirn has been found to prevail when the

dispersed phase does not wet the racking. It is thus apparent

that a study of the motion of liquid drops In a second liquid

medium should provide basic information for the design of most

liquid-liquid extractors, as drop size is directly related to

stage efficiency and terminal velocity to the capacity of the

equipment.

A number of attempts to analyze such systems mathematically

so as to express the speed and motion of a liquid drop moving

in a liquid field have been made. The hydrodynamic aspect of

the problem is so complex that even for the more simple cases

analyzed (33) many simplifying assumptions have to be made in

order to render any mathematical solution possible. Unrealis-

tic simplifying assutopticns in setting up the model have made

most of the analyses of limited accuracy and applicability.

In the present situation, therefore, it is more logical to pur-

sue an experimental approach rather than to attempt a mathe-

matical analysis, except in the region of low Reynolds numbers,

where viscous forces are completely dominant. With these con-

siderations the present study w&s initiated with the objective

of reviewing and evaluating the relative merits of the mathe-



ir.atical correlations proposed by different v/orkers for predict-

ing the motion of single liquid drops in stationary field fluids.

IITERATimS REVIEW

Rate of Rise or Fall of Single Drops

Several recent papers (23, "23, 29, 36, 53) dealing with

the terminal velocities of liquid drops rising or falling through

a liquid field have reviewed the otisting pertinent literature.

Water was, in nearly all cases, used as the continuous phase.

Several efforts have been made to correlate the terminal

velocities of drops with their size and the physical properties

of the systeci. Terminal velocity is attained when the forces

of drag, buoyancy and weight are in a dynamic balance. Three

of these authors (23, 23, 36) have reported the motion and ter-

minal velocity as functions of the drop equivalent spherical

diameter and the pertinent physical properties of the system

for field liquids of viscosities near that of water. The size

of the drop is usually described by the convenient and easily

determined equivalent diameter, defined as the diameter of a

sphere having the same volume as that possessed by the drop.

The terminal velocity of liquid droplets expressed as a function

of drop diameter shows two clear regimes. These can be descri-

bed in terms of Weber numbers and Reynolds numbers, along with

the conventional drag coefficient, but the hump or maxir^um

found to exist in the transition zone between the two regimes

has not yielded much to analytical description.



Hu and Kintner (23) studied the coticn of single drops of

ten organic liquids falling in a stationary ^A/ater field in a

glass walled tank 1 ft. square and h ft. high and presented a

correlation for nine systems with the exception of the aniline-

water syste.Ti, in the form of a single curve relating the drag

coefficient, //eber number, Reynolds number, and a physical pro-

perty group. The interfacial tensions ranged from 2W to ^5

dynes/cm. and the drop densities from I.ICO to 2.9^7 g./ml.,

the latter resulting in a twenty-fold range of density differ-

ences. The range of drop size covered ranged from (1.6) • 10

to 2.0CC mm. in diameter, and Reynolds number varied from 10

to 2200.

They correlated the experimental results by dirr.ensional

analysis and introduced a physical property group called the

F group. Thus,

f(p^, p, pAj3, c?^ d, U^ g) =

or

r s. b c i ^e >f jh . TT^ . a^K-
Pp

• p •
p -4^ ' 6j_ ' d • Lp • g

If the equaticn is solved dimensionally

,

a , A n\ ^

where

K =^ = ^£^

In the analysis of their data, however, Hu and Kintner found

that a modified form of the M group, called the 1 group, gave

better correlations than the M group:



t = 1 _£

The authors found that below Re of about of 300 liquid drcps

behave essentially like solid spheres.

The peak terminal velocity which is the muxirr.un: attainable

drop termr'nal velocity is of special interest in view of its

direct bearing on rractical liquid-liquid contacting operaticns.

Data for these peaks indicate that the following relatirnship

exists:

(Re/We) = 0.3l61r^*^^^ ^^^

F

On simplification,

(Uo) = 1.23(4)^"°*^^^ (2)
F r

They also found that at peak velocities an average We value

of 3»58 seemed to be a good representation for all the systems.

Thus,

(-v'e) =3.58 ' (3)
P

When (d) is solved for,

^'^P = 3.58 (^)/(u/)p (I,)

The authors found the best correlation of their data was

a plot of log C^.V/et^*-'-^ vs. log (Re/F°*-^^) plot which was

capable of bringing all the data into one single curve for the

entire Re range covered in this study. The curve shows a dis-

tinct break at the Re region approximately corresponding to

that v;here the peak terminal velocity occurs. 'When the perti-

nent physical properties of a system are known, this curve can

be used directly to obtain the terminal velocity for any given

drcp size and hence the corresponding Crj, V/e and Re are readily



calculable. The eou&ticns representing the generalized curve

are:

Y . (V3) X-^*^"^^ fcr 2<Y'=- 70 (5)

Y = (C.Ol+5) a2-37 for Y^ 70 (6)

where

Y = C^Wel-^-l^

and

X = (Re/r^'l?)-f 0.75

At the break point Y s 70 and a = 22.25

Fcr each system there is a definite ir.aximun: drop size, or

critical size, beyond which the falling drop cannot be preserved

without being ruptured due to excessive shear. The maximum, or

critical drop size of the systems was found to be dependent on

the criterion

(C I'/e) = a constant
D c

Thus critical drop size is given by

d^ = j^(lA52) • 10-2 ^^ (^^

Licht and Harasimhamurty (36) studied six liquid systems

and obtained fall velocity data under stationary conditions.

They presented a correlation which permits a computation of

the velocity in the region of large drops where the velocity

is nearly constant. Excellent outline shapes and photographs

of the falling drops were included.

They plotted the ratio rf the drag coefficient of a liq-

uid drop to that of a rigid sphere of the same volume and den-

sity and the same fall velocity as the droplet as ordinate
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against the dimensionless group B as abscissa. In the larger

drop sizes as represented by higher values of £ , the curves

were nearly linear on a rectangular coordinate plot. The equa-

tirn cf the mean line representing all six curves was found to

be:

^
D

]
= 1.87/B-i-0.if25 (8)

/ Re

This equation can be used for the case of liquid drops

in water for the range of yS"^ 0.1+, i.e . , for the range of drop

sizes larger than that corresponding to the maximum fall veloc-

ity.

Klee and Treybal (29) investigated eleven liquid systems

covering a wide range of physical properties. They divided the

velocity versus drop size curve into two regions and arrived

at an equation for each. They used water, furfural and aqueous

sucrose as field liquids, all of them in the low viscosity range,

They used a dimensional analysis similar to that used by

Hu and Kintner (23) for developing their correlations. They

considered the velocity-diameter curves as forming two separate

regions: region I where the velocity increases with diameter

and region II where the velocity remains substantially constant

with increasing diameter. 3y the method of least squares, with

the data for all the measurements in each region, the equations

obtained were for region I:



Re = 22.2 C^^*^^ We'^'^^^ (5)

and for region II:

Re = O.COl+lSC^'^-^ We"^-^^ (10)

Equations (9) and (10) when solved for velocity give:

D„i = 33.3 p-°-'*?Af^-53
p-0-11 dO-70 (11)

1^11= 17.6 ^-0-55Af°-28
pO-10 tf-.O-" (12)

The critical diameter d^ which determines when the transi-

tion fro.7i region I to II is to be rr.ade is obtained by solving

equations (11) and (12) sir.ultaneously, eliminating U :

dc = 0.33 f.-°-l'*zlj=-°-'*3 p°-30 dJ-2'* (13)

Johnson and Bralda (26) studied the rate of fall of liquid

drops rassing through quiescent liquid phases, with an attenipt

to correlate the velocity data with the circulation and oscil-

lation of the drops. Water and glycerol solution ranging in

density from 0.9970 to 1.1919 gms/cc, and viscosity from

O.B937 to 27.73 centipoises were used as the continuous phases*

They found that their data lay parallel to the Hu-Kintner curve

and that by applying a continuous phase viscosity correction,

i.e . , by introducing a viscosity ratio term, the points would

fall on the curve for drops falling through water. The break

point in the curve was found to serve as a criterion for oscil-

lation.

V/arshay, Bogusz, Johnson and Kintner (65) extended the

range of field fluid viscosity to the 50O centipoise value.

Keith and Hixson (23) investigated over a dozen liquid-

liquid systems, six of them in the low interfacial tension



r&nge. In their experir.ents , the water phase was mcving

through the containing tube in a direction counter-current

to that rf the drop.

Smirnov and Ruban (55) analyzed their earlier experi-

mental data, and developed expressions for Reynolds numbers

tc cover s range of Reynolds numbers from C.COl to 1,CC0.

They presented three different equations for turbulent,

transition and laminar flow, involving the criteria of

Galileo, Archimedes and geometric similarity. They worked

with tubes of such small diameter that the movement of the

drops was affected by the container walls. The field fluid

was in continuous countercurrent motion in most cf their runs..

Oscillations

The effect of oscillations on the terminal velocity was

discussed in some recent papers by Licht and Karasimhamurty

(36), Hu and Kintner (23), Garner and Skelland (15) and Lamb

(33)- Oscillations are present in large drops for systems of

low interfacial tensions. Licht and Karasimhamurty (36) pointed

out that oscillating drops show unequal velocities of fall when

time intervals are reduced. Hu and Kintner observed vigorous

oscillations in the falling drops. The deformation in drop

shape may or may not be noticeable, depending en the relative

magnitudes of the interfacial tension, and the density differ-

ence of the syster;. concerned. This indicates that the oscil-

lations induced by the peak velocity is the main reason for the
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rapid increase in the drag coefficient and the ccrrespcnding

decrease in terminal velocity within this short Reynolds number

range, ^fter the abrupt rise in the log C versus log He curve,

deformation of the drops becomes more and more severe and the

oscillations progressively more erratic.

Garner and Skelland (15) showed thf^t the oscillation of

drops reduces the fall velocity. The extent of these prolate

and oblate oscillations increases with drop size. In one case

the reduction in fall velocity was found to be at least 12

per cent. The oscillations were found to cause a marked in-

crease in the rate of mass transfer.

Previous workers (33, ^9, 57 y 61) have also analyzed the

deformation of moving drops without oscillation and the oscil-

lation of deformed drops without gross drop mjotion. Solutions

for such ideal cases are expressed in terms of the eccentricity

of the drops, the amplititude and frequency of their oscilla-

tions, and the amplitude of oscillation decay, as related to

drop size and velocity and the physical properties of the sys-

tem. Despite these mathematical formulations, the exact nature

of drop motion still remains to be determined by experimental

m.efnods because of the inseparableness of the two interfering

factors in the actual situation.

Shapes

This aspect of drops was studied by licht and Karasirahamurty

(36), Ku and Kintner (23)) Johnson and Braida (26), Klee and

Treybal (29), Null and Johnson (1+6) and Keith and Hixson (23).
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They observed that there is a def orrnaticn in the drop and that

this is due to the drag forces involved and differences in

pressure acting en various p^arts of the surface.

A photofraphic study of the drop shapes was made by llcht

and Karasimhamurty, Klee and Treybal and Keith and Hixson,

which shows that the smaller size drops are less defcrmed than

larger ones. As the size varies, the shape changes fron: spher-

ical to ellipsoidal. licht and Karasimhamurty pointed out

that in larger sizes the dror shows oscillations in shape.

This adds to reduction and ncnunif orrrdty of velocity due to an

added resistance to the flow produced by oscillation and de-

formation. They also pointed out that in the case of several

drops there was no axial symmetry in the shape of the drops.

Keith and Hixson showed that flattening is proportional to drop

size and density difference, and inversely proportional to the

surface tension. The flattening of a drop of any given volume

has an effect on surface area.

Savic (53)) studying circulation and distortion of liquid

drops falling through a viscous medium, proposed the existence

of a transition from non-circulation to circulating drops. He

postulated a relatively incompressible surface layer in which

the normal interfacial tension must be added to the integrated

effect of the surface tractions to the outside fluid, with

opposite sign. He reasoned that this would result in a dis-

tortion to tear drop shape which is observed for water drops

falling through castor oil. As the drop speed increased, the

surface layer became unstable and destroyed the rear stagnation
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point tc result in a trailing filament. Arnold (2), also ob-

served the sarr.e phenomenon. Experiments have indicated (65)

that the phenomenon might only occur in non-Newtonian field

fluids.

V/all Effect

In order that ultimate velocities measured in tubes of small

dianeter may be interpreted in terms of those in an infinite

medium the effect of wall proximity on the fall of liquid drops

has to be determined. The reduction in velocity is caused by

a reduction in the area available for fluid to flow around the

drop. The correlations proposed are based on the area of the

annular space with reference to the drop diameter and tube

diam.eter

.

Uno and Klntner (63) studied the effect of wall proximity

on the rate of rise of single air bubbles rising through various

liquids in vertical cylindrical tubes of different diameters

and developed an equation to express a velocity-correction

factor in terms of the ratio of bubble diameter to tube diameter

and an em.pirical constant. Strom and Kintner (59) measured

the rate of fall of drops of five organic liquids through an

aqueous phase contained in vertical cylinders of various diami-

eters and presented a correction factor equation with the more

convenient equivalent spherical diameter. Its use is limited

to d/D ratios less than one half.
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Internal Circulation

Internal circulation refers to the presence of a vortex

ring inside the droplet which is produced by drag on the cut-

side cf the drop caused by rr.oticn cf the sphere.

A critical value of the equivalent spherical radius below

which internal circulation will not occur in a bubble or drop

.T.oving freely through a quiescent liquid has been treated by

Bond (U), Bond and Kewton (5), Garner and h'ammerton (12), Gar-

ner and Skelland (15, H), Hrnberraan and I'orton (17), Keith and

Hixson (28) and others. If no inhibiting surface active sub-

stance is present, circulation is said to occur above this

critical radius,

..n increase in terminal velocity (resulting in a decrease

of the drag coefficient) as compared to that of an equivalent

solid sphere has been generally considered to occur as a result

of circulation within the drop or bubble (*+, 5, 17, 27, 28).

If the movement of the fluid inside the drop be such that

fresh fluid be supplied from the interior to the interface, mass

and heat transfer across the interface would be aided (lU, 22,

30, 35, ^0).

Garner, Skelland and Haycock (l^a.) studied the speed of

circulation inside the drop and found that, for a spherical

droplet, the maximum possible circulation velocity is equal to

one and a half times the velocity of fall. The velocity of

circulation was found to decrease during the fall cf the drop-

let.
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Ihctcgraphs shewing circulstirn patterns have been pub-

lished by Garner (IC), Spells (56), and KacPhall (39).

Effect cf Surface Active Agents

These ana sccie ncrmal impurities can and apparently do

beccn-.e oriented at the interface in a two phase system. The

role of surface active agents in inhibiting internal circula-

tion has been discussed by Datta, Kapier and Kewitt (6), Garner

and Hale (13), Garner and Hammerton (12), Garner and Skelland

(15), Habernian and Kcrtcn (17), Hughes and Gilliland (2^),

Keith ana Kixson (23), lindland and Terjesen (37) and KacFhail

(39). Ivaclhail photographed a circulation pattern frorr. which

he deduced that the impurities segregated at one pole. Savic

(53) stated that in small drops the suppression of circulation

is due to a surface active layer, the extent of which is gov-

erned by the balance between interfacial tension and the integral

of viscous surface shear.

Fall or Rise of Multiple Droplets

Passage of multiple droplets of a liquid through another

partially or totally immiscible liquid due to a difference in

density is a familiar phenomenon. The process is used in both

industrial and laboratory spray columns for countercurrent liq-

uid-liquid extraction. Design of such equipment requires a

knowledge of flow rates, concentrations, and the rate of ni&terial

transfer for the system. Few quantitative data are available

to shov the effect on transfer area of changes in flow rates,



number and size of nozzles and physical characteristics of the

solvents and the solute (23). The ultimate effect of changing

these physical variables is a change in average drop size of the

disi^ersed phase. The transfer area depends on holdup, rate of

drop formation, and the average surface area per drop. These

factors, in turn, are functions of drcj: size, rate of rise of

drops and the distortion end extent of coalescence of drops

(?3). It has also been shown that transfer is dependent en

convection as well as diffusional forces and that the propor-

tion due to convection is affected by drop size (30, 5'+).

T^nusually large ir.aterial transfer has been found at the dispersed

phase inlet (5^+) or outlet (16)-, these and other effects ere

also partially dependent on drop size and number.

Drop Sizes

i^ number of investigators have studied drop size resulting

fror. the breakup of liquid-into-air jets and gas-into-liquid

jets. Some papers on extraction spray towers have made quali-

tative note of drop sizes (1, 25, 3h) . Hayworth and Treybal

(21) studied drop size in liquid-liquid systems for a static

continuous phase at flow rates mostly below the jetting point.

A correlation for drop diameter was developed for these sys-

tei;:s. The recommended range of rates for this correlation, how-

ever, is too low for practical application in most spray towers.

Photographs of their flow range were presented and also some

data for the largest drops at higher flow rates, but the re-

sults are too scattered to fix a peak condition. Several
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studies en extraction at very lov flew rates have determined

drop sizes (3, 3^, 5^+, 67).

Johnson and Bliss (25) found that spray tower efficiency ' ,•

was increased by avoiding nonuniform drop sizes in the dis-

persed phase. Plate type distributors tend to give irregular .

^,

drop sizes, as noted by Blanding and Elgin (3); a picture by

Laddha and Sniith (31) shows the nonunif ormity of drop sizes

from a hemispherical distributor at low throughput..

Sherwood, Evans and Longcor (5^) gave the first quanti-

tative data on calculated interfacial areas and their effect on

transfer coefficients for single drop transfer. They found

that application of a calculated area term resulted in a coef-

ficient showing an increase in transfer with drop size, as

would be exptected because of the increased internal convection,

ether data (3) show little effect of drop size on the coefficient

or show the coefficient becoming constant above a certain drop

size.

Keith and Kixson (23) investigated quantitatively the

factors affecting drop size in liquid-liquid systems and ob-

tained data on other factors contributing to the calculation

of interfacial transfer area. The results can serve two pur-

poses— to allow calculation of more fundmanetal transfer coef-

ficients from laboratory extraction tower results ana to permit

more accurate estimation of the effect on transfer efficiency

of various changes in the physical characteristics of extrac-

tion columns and their flow systems. The formation and break-

up of liquid .lets directed upward into an immiscible continuous
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water phase were studied fcr twelve organic solvents in glass

nozzles. The .let breakup was coordinated in terms of the noz-

zle diameter, the size and number of drops formed, and the

physical properties of the mutually saturated phases. They

found that for each nozzle with each solvent there was a par-

ticular flow rate that gave a minimum drop size and a maximum

interfacial transfer area per unit of dispersed phase flow,

Hates of drop rise were found to be generally below the rates

predicted by Newton's law or the drag coefficient fcr spheres;

flattening of the drops and coalescence also affected the inter-

facial area. They also defined a most suitable range of flow

rates fcr liquid-liquid extraction spray towers and evaluated

quantitatively the conditions determining the interfacial

transfer area.

Uniformity of Drop Sizes

Keith and Hixscn (28) found that the uniformity of the

drop sizes obtained on .let breakup could be related to the flow

rations as defined for jet length. Below the jetting point the

drops formed were found to be very uniform, and in the varicose

region they shewed almost as miuch uniformity. In the region

of the critical flow a decrease in uniformity was noted and in

the sinuous region an increasingly wide range of drop size was

obtained. As the disruptive stage was reached, the sizes became

somewhat more uniform, and usually tended to be fairly smiall.

When operation was extended into the spray region, which was

found to occur at a fairly low velocity for the larger nozzles,
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Limits of Suitable Operating Range

Keith and Hixson (28) defined a most suitable range of

cperatirn for the dispersion nozzles of liquid-liquid spray-

towers. The lower end of the range is set by the jetting point

velocity since this combines the lowest economical flow rate

with high uniformity. The upper limit of the suitable range

is determined by the onset of appreciable non-uniformity of drop

sizes because this factor gives rise to a reduction of transfer

area.

For the best operation of a spray tower, several factors

appear to be important (28). Flow of the dispersed phase must

be even and steady; each of the dispersion nozzles must receive

an equal portion of the total feed; and the nozzle length should

be two inches or greater.

The results of several investigators (8, 3^, 5^, 67) shcv;

up to ho per cent of the extraction in a tower occurring at the

dispersed phase inlet. All of these tests were made below the

jetting point; with a jet there is no expansion time and a very

short formation time, so that no extra transfer would be expect-

ed at this point for a tower under normal operating conditions,

as reported by Geankoplis and Hixson (35)

•

Coalescence

Keith and Hixson (23) observed that coalescence is promoted

by low interfacial tension and by increasing nozzle size and

therefore by increasing drop size; the last also generally im-
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plies an increase with higher rates of drop rise. These trends

are opposite to these noted by Aprel and Elgin (1). The find-

ings of Keith and Hixson (28) seem reasonable because increasing

drop size and decreasing interfacial tension both promote oscil-

lation and vibration of the drops and thus increase the chances

of contact between drops. One criticism of large spray towers

is that in long columns the dispersed phase may coalesce so

much that the transfer area is greatly reduced.

Column Holdup and Slip Velocity

In spray towers, the mass transfer area per unit volume is

determined by the holdup and by the size of the particles of

the dispersed phase formed at the distributor nozzles. Several

papers dealing with column holdups and slip velocities have

been published recently (3, 7, 20, 33, ^3, hh, 50, 52, 62,

68). The most recent of these is the paper published by

V/eaver, lapidus, and Elgin (66). They have presented a method

for estim.ating the behavior of the liquid-in-liquid spray ccl-

uff.n in which droplets of one phase move through a second qui-

escent phase.

The degree of contact between two phases clearly affects

the overall rate of any process occurring across the phase

boundary. For most practical transfer operations, however, where

one fluid is dispersed through the other it is possible to

estimate the contact area or the system holdup only through a

difficult direct measurement. Consequently, m^ost earlier

studies of transfer processes have been forced to combine the
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contact area with intrinsic rate characteristics.

In a rrevicus publication (33), Lapidus and Elgin had pre-

sented a detailed theoretical analysis for predicting the be-

havior of all possible types of vertical moving fluidized sys-

tems. The basic postulate of this development was the proposal

that a unique relationship exists between the slip velocity and

the holdup for a system comprising one particle size. For such

s system the holdup is related directly to the interfacial

area. Subsequent publications (^-7, ^3, 60) have tested this

theory with rigid glass spheres fluidized by water. Under all

possible flow arrangements the agreement between theory and

experiment was excellent, thereby substantiating the unique

relationship mentioned above.

Using this previous work as a model, Weaver, Lapidus and

Elgin (66) presented a method for estimating the behavior of

the liquid-in-liquid spray columm in which droplets of one

phase moved through a second quiescent phase. The problem is

complicated by the nature of the liquid droplets of being sus-

ceptible to internal circulation, oscillation and distortion.

The holdup in this case was shown to be related to a slip ve-

locity ratio, a ratio of the relative velocity between the

two phases in the column to the terminal velocity of a repre-

sentative single droplet. Furthermore, this relationship ap-

proaches that exhibited by rigid particles of the same size and

density. By combining solids fluidization results with infor-

mation on single liquid droplet terminal velocity one can thus

obtain a design estimate of the holdup or interphase contact
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area for a liquid-liquid spray tcwer without recourse to ex-

peri.T.entation.

The authors (66) presented holdup data for the systems

methyl-isobutyl ketcne-water , isobutancl-v;£tcr , toluene-water

and isoair.yl alcchol-v;ater operating in a 1 7/3 inch Elgin type

spray tower. In each case the organic solvent was the dispers-

ed phase. The holdup was measured directly in the tower as a

function of the system parameters by sealing off a part of the

tower proper. The system parameters jncluded the dispersed

phase flow rate, the droplet size in the column and the physical

rroperties of the organic solvents. Detailed data were also

presented to show that the droplet size distribution In the

tower was norm^al in the Gaussian sense.

The compilation of Zenz (69) wnich correlates fluidization

information in three parameters, representing the particle

size, velocity and holdup, was the source of information used

by .Veaver, I.apidus and Elgin (66). The important observation

stressed by Lapidus, Elgin and co-workers, that the slip ve-

locity is the pertinent flew variable in all types of solids

fluidized systems, allows the extension of the above batch

fluidization informictirn to cocurrent and countercurrent op-

eration of both phases. The generalized flow diagram for the

fluidization cf a given particle size in all modes may thus be

deduced entirely from batch-bed data and the slip velocity

definition.

Vg = ;!i_ - Jd (11+)

..€ A(l -i)
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On the basis cf this generalization, one can suggest the

use of the solids fluidization background in characterizing the

behavior of masses of moving droplets in a spray column.

It was observed (66), that the holdup increased with flow

rate in a nonlinear ft.shirn. The authors also studied the

droplet size distribution and found that straight lines which

are characteristic of a normal or Gaussian distribution des-

cribed the cumulative distributions data on probabijity paper.

Taking the 50 per cent mean ditim^eter of the cumulative distri-

bution as the appropriate size parameter the authors illustrat-

ed the effect of the slip velocity on the droplet size. The

single droplet terminal velrcity information was obtained from

the exrerinental studies of Keith and Hixson (23) supplemented

when necessary with the correlation of Klee and Treybal. Spe-

cifically the 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90 per cent points cf the

distribution were selected, and the corresponding terminal

velocities were averaged. It was found that the results pre-

dicted on the basis of the solid particle model agreed with the

experimental liquid-liquid results with an average deviation of

11 per cent.

The main weakness of the model is the apparent tendency of

all the experimental data to curve somewhat more than the pre-

dicted behavior would indicate. This may be due to the involve-

ment of the droplets in gross circulation patterns and to the

virtual mass effect which is involved with accelerated (or

decelerated) motion when the mass of the displaced fluid relative

to that of the m.oving body is significant.
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Ter.T.jnal Velocities of Clouds of Drops

A study was made of the motion of clouds of liquid drops

in a spray colun.n, by this author and Kintner, using water as

stationary field fluid. Shower-head type perforated plate

nozzles were used for forming the drops. The densities of the

drop liquids ranged fron: 1.0^- to 1..6 gms/cm--, the viscosities

from 0.926 to 5*15 centipoises and the interfacial tensions

from h,23 to ^5 dynes/cm. Drop velocities were obtained by

inoticn picture techniques and compared with single-droplet

terminal velocities. Drop sizes were obtained by taking still

pictures of the column while in actual operation. The drop

size distributions thus obtained were found to be normal. Tlots

of cumulative size distributions were constructed using arith-

metic probability paper. Straight lines characteristic of a

normal or Gaursian distribution were obtained. The average

drop velocities were found to correspond with the single drop-

let terminal velocities for a drop size corresponding to the

50 per cent point of the cumulative distributions which is also

the volume weighted mean drop size for the distribution. The

drop velocity distribution across the column was found to be

parabolic.

tlots of column holdup versus dispersed phase flow rate

and column holdup versus slip velocity ratio were obtained*

The column holdup was found to increase with the dispersed

phase flow rate in a nonlinear fashion, -t^ given holdup also

defines a unique slip velocity ratio, V /V . Thus average
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droplet tern:inal velocity can be calculated at any given value

of column holdup using the plots of volumetric holdup versus

disperse phase flow rate and volumetric holdup versus the slip

velocity ratio. A rrsphicel correlation was thus obtained be-

tween the drop size distributions, column holdup and the av-

erage droplet terminal velocity for the spray column.

THEORETICAL COi\SIDSRiiTIOKS

Stokes' Law

The translation of a solid sphere in an infinite mass of

a perfect liquid was first analyzed by Stokes (53) in 18^5 snd

was later reduced to the case of viscots flow from which the

famous law bearing his name resulted. In its simplest form,

Stokes' lav/ m.ay be written as

F = 3Trp d U^ (15)

The assumptions involved in the derivation are:

1. The discontinuities of the fluid are small cop.pared with

the size of the sphere..

2. The fluid is infinite in extent,

3. The sphere is smooth and rigid.

k. There is no slip at the interface between the sphere and

the fluid.

5. The velocity of the sphere is small.

By keeping the velocity of the sphere small, as required

by the last assumptic-n above, the intertial forces due to the

motion cf the sphere may be neglected in comparison with the
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viscnus forces invrlved. The Navier-Stokes equatirns of motion

are then solved to give the Stokes' lav/ of resistance (33).

On account of these assumptions applicability of Stokes' law

is limited to Reynolds numbers of less than two.

Hadamard-Rybcsynski Equation

The case of a liquid sphere was analyzed by Rybcsynskl

(51) in 1911 and independently by Hadamard (13) in the same

year, lamb (33) tias given a detailed discussion by considering

the internal as well as external motions and has given the

following correction factor for Stckes' law when steady state

conditions prevail.

F - K^ 3X pd U^ (16)

and U^ = (1/K^) g d^ A p/l3
^ (17)

where K^ = (3]Uc •^ 2 p)/ (3 p^ "f" 3 p) (I8)

p and p^^ are dynamic viscosities of the external and in-

ternal fluids, respectively. If the viscosity of the internal

fluid is large compared to that of the external fluid, as for

a droplet of water in air, the value of K^ is approximately

unity for the solid sphere. At the other extreme, for example,

for an air bubble in a liquid, K-j_ is equal to two-thirds. Thus

the velocity of ascent of a bubble would be fifty per cent

greater than that for the movement of a solid.

Terminal Velocity

Under steady state conditions, the gravity force on a fal-

ling spherical drop is exactly balanced by the resistance it
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encounters.

6
^ "^ V^ 2 (19)

frcni which,

< =/iU f-AL\f^K-] (20)o
tl^ f A '0

md,

=• (+)m m
t) i-^) (-y^J (21)

The last relation is the definition rf the drag coef-

ficient. If the drop starts to fall from rest it will accel-

erate for a short distance before reaching its terminal veloc-

ity. In this case the force balance becomes,

TTd^Po ._du_ = iTd^APp. __ C„ If 6^ . u^p
6 dt 6 "^ ~T~ 2 (22)

However, for a sphere or an ellipsoid moving in a fluid

under accelerating conditions, the inertia of the moving body

is higher than its actual mass by one -half the amount of the

fluid displaced. Hence, a :;.ore rigorous expression for the

motion of the accelerating drop is,

7rd3 /p P) du =: 7rd3 ^pg - C TTdi ._i££ (23)
6 V ^^ 2y dt 6 > ^ ^r^ 2

when solved,

u = U^ tan h (-^)
^^^^

where a = (2/3) (d/C^) (2 ?o+P)/f (25)

for a distance of fall S,
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AS = u = Up . tan hfV t\ (26)

Integrating,

S = 2.3 a log cos h/\]^ t\ (2?)

To find the relation between u and S, the following transfor-

mations can be made:

cos h /l£^_t)- eS/a
. (28)

let Up t/a = X

From equation (2^+) we get

u/Uq - tan h X = sin h x/cos h x

=|/cos h^ x-1 / cos h x (29)

Squaring,

u2/u^2 ^ 1 _ ^-2S/a

u^ - U^ (1 - e-2S/a) (30)

u = Uo 1 - exp fl ^ pD P S )
"]

'

(31)
"^ L V (2 ye-hf)d /J

It can be seen that u approaches U^ asymptotically as S

approaches infinity. For all practical purposes, u > 0.995 Up,

Thus it is possible to calculate S, the distance of fall start-

ing from rest that is required for a drop tc reach its term-

inal velocity. If u = 0.995 U^, then 0.^995 - tan h x. From

mathematical tables, x = 2.99 and log cos h x = O.9986. There-

fore, '.:.' -;: -

:

S B 2.3 a log cos h X

- (2.3) (0.9936) (2 d/3CD) (2 fof-p/f

= (1.53) (d/Cjj) (2 fo+f)/f (32)
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The value of C;^ tc be used in the above equations is the

drag coefficient for steady state motion. Knowing the perti-

nent physical constants of the system and an approximation of

C , the distance S required for attaining the true terminal

velocity U can be readily calculated.

Wall Effect

Mathematical analysis of the effect of boundary prcxir.ity

on the rate of fall of solid spheres assuming negligible in-

ertia effects and a low d/D ratio has been carried cut by la-

denburg (3?), Faxen (9), Happel and Byrne (19), and Wakiya

(6^). The resulting equation is,

_u_ = J^ = 1 - 2.1C5 (d/D) +2. 087 (d/D)

3

(33)
^' ^'W

A binomial expansion of [_1 - (d/D)J * leads to

1/K^ = 1-2.1 (d/D) -h 1.155(d/D)2 - 0.0385(d/D)^ (3*+)

The difference in the two expressions is small in the range

over which they may be applied. Hence the correction factor

equation may be expressed in a general form:

1/K^^ = $ (1 - d/D)^ (35)

KcNown, et al. (^1) obtained two different equations for

low and high values of (d/D) respectively, based on different

assumxtions, both of v;hich may be said to be approximated by

equation (35) above.

Newton (^5) discussed the resistance to a sphere (or cyl-

inder) moving axially in a vertical cylindrical vessel
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containing a quiescent incompressible fluid. Kis expression

can te translated into a wall effect correction factor for the

case of large inertial effects:

u - 1

\ - V -(§) T t "
^ (§)' ]

(36)

l-'cNcwn and Kewlin (^2) obtained an equation for the case

of (d/D) nearly equal to unity and negligible viscous shear

which seemed to be valid for Reynolds numbers above 2C,0C0 and

for diameter ratios of 0.75 and higher.

Each of the equations noted indicates that a plot of log

(1/K^) versus log [^1
- (d/D)] would result in a straight line.

Strom and Kintner (63) presented a correction factor

equation with the more convenient equivalent spherical diameter,

for drops of organic liquids falling through water. Its use is

limited to d/D ratios less than one half..

The equation is,.

_J1_
= _i_ = [l -(d/D)2J (37)

o ^"w

The ultimate velocity nf a drop of specific size in an

infinite medium can thus be calculated from that measured in a

small tube by multiplying the latter by the ratio of the tube

cross sectional area to the area of the annular space between

the tube wall and the drop.

HU-KIiNTKER CORxHELATIONS

Procedure

The data obtained on terminal velocities of single drops
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in stationary field fluids by licht and Narasiaihamurty (36),

Ilee and Treytal (29) and Johnson and Braida (26) were treated

using the Hu-Kintner correlaticn (23).

Using the physical properties and the drop diameter-ter-

minal velocity data, the drag coefficients, Reynolds numbers

and ieber numbers were calculated. The physical property group,

r, introduced by Hu and Kintner, was calculated from the perti-

nent physical properties alone for each system. Plots of

C^WeF '^^ versus He/I •'^ were obtained for each of the systems.

The peak terminal velocities and the drop sizes corres-

ponding to the peak velocity were calculated using empirical

relations (equaticns 2 and ^, ) developed by Ru and

i-.intner and the data of licht and Narasim.hamurty end those of

Klee and Treybal.

Finally, the data of Johnson and Braida obtained using

23. 5 rer cent solution of glycerol in water as the field fluid

are considered. A Hu-Kintner plot of the data was obtained and

the curve so obtained was made to fall on the water line using

the proper correction factor.

Discussion of Results

Terminal velocity data obtained by Hu and Kintner (33)

is presented in graphical form in figure 1. All of their sys-

tems exhibited high interfacial tensions in excess of 20 dynes

per cm. , and all the terminal velocity-drop diameter curves show

a characteristic hump near peak velocity. They found that a

plot of log C^Vlel^'^^ versus log Re/F^-l^ resulted in a single
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Table 1. l-hysical frcrerties: Data of Licht and i'jarasirnham-

urtv. P = 0*.9971 g/cc; u = 0.003937 poises; T =
2n ± O.l^C. '

_
Drop liquid • fc : Af • Pc-

'- <^± - t"

Carbon tetra- 1.53^2 0.5371 0.9296 ^1.6 (1.95)10^^
chloride

Tetrachlorethane 1-5313 0.53^^2 1.502 31.3 (0.535)10^^

0-Kit.rctcluene 1.1573 0.1607 2.093 26.-6 (1.86)lol*^

Tetrabro.o.oethane 2.9539 1.9568 9.^6^ 36.2 (0.335)10^^

Ethylchlcrcacetate 1.1^51 0.1^80 1.101 1^.6 (3.3^)lo9

Chlrrobenzene I.IOOB 0.1037 0.7625 "^.^.k (6.81)10^^

p = density, g./ml.

n = viscosity, centipoises

d'i = interfacial tension, dynes/cn:.

Sub o = organic phase

Others = continuous phase
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Table 7. Corbcn tetrschlrrlde--'.vater

l\c. Drop
Dia;::eter

(\

icr..)

i/rcp

Velocity

(cn./sec)

.ie 'D we
x^e/i

G.15
C^Wei-

0.15

1 C . 2G2
2 C.2I7
5 C.23^
^ G.2^0
5 0.266
6 C.3C^
7 0.328
S O.^^l
^ C.355
ic C.367
11 0.336
12 O.^C5
13 0.1+51
1^ 0.503
15 . 53^+

16 0.565
17 0.531
18 0.605

16.1
16.

5

13.6
13.3
39.9
21.7
??.3
22.^
22.2
22.3
22.1
22.0
21.3
20.2
20.1
19.7
19.6
1Q.5

362
Vcc
^85
^90
59c
735
875
825
830
912
950
993
1070
ll>+5

1195
12^0
1270
1316

0.6
0.61^
0.521
0.552
C.517
0.^97
0.509
0.508
0.555
0.568
0.608
0.61+5

0.755
0.96
1.018
1.12
1.16
1.22

1.25
1.1+2

1.9^
^.93
2.53
3A3
3.92
3.98
1+.20

1+.38

k.52
1+.70
1+.91

^.97
5.17
5.26
5.35
^.52

IO..37
11.^6
13.90
II+.05

16.

9

21.1
23.1+

23.65
25.2
26.2
27.2
23.1+

30.6
32.8
3^.2
35.5
36.1+

37.7

30.1+

35.3
37.2
1+5.7

59.5
69.5
71.5
31.1+

B6.9
96.7
106.0
129.0
166.1+

183.5
206.0
217
235

Table ">
, O-iMtrotcluene—

w

ater

:.o. ijrcp

Dian:eter
Q

( c:r:.)

iUrop
: Velocity

; (c.T:/sec )

Re we ReA^-^5 CrjWeP
0.15

1 O.22I+ 7..52 188 0.831+ 0.1+75 5.V1+ 13.7
2 C.23I 7.75 200 0..31 0.52 5.78 11+.56

3 0.257 8.1+6 21+3 0.75^ 0.69 7.-03 18.0
1+ 0.375 11.0 1+60 0.652 1.7 13.3 38.3
5 0.396 11.3 ^99 0..653 1.9 11+.1+ 1+2.9
6 0.1+08 11.7 53=+ 0..628 2.1 15.^ ^5.7
7 O.1+U8 12.3 615 O.62I+ 2.5^ 17.8 5I+.8

8 0.1f68 12.6 653 0.621 2.79 19.01+ 60.0
Q 0.1+39 13.0 709 0.621 3.1 20.5 66..6
10 0.555 12.1+ 767 0.76 3.2 22.2 81+.

11 C.599 12.5 835 0.306 3.51 2I+.2 97.9
12 0.631 12.3 366 0.38 3-58 25.1 109.0
13 0.61+9 12.3 890 O.90I+ 3. .68 25.8 115.0
Ih 0.729 12.7 1030 O..952 h,h 29.8 1I+1+.7

15 0.750 12.7 1060 0.979 1+.53 30.7 153.^
16 0.300 12.2 1087 1.13 1+.1+6 31.^ 17I+.1+

17 0.856 11.8 1127 1.295 1+.1+7 32.6 200.0
13 0.893 12.1 I20I+ 1.235 ^.9 3^.8 213.0
19 0.935 12.0 1250 1.37 5.05 ^6.2 2^G.O
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Tr.ble U. Tetr br en: oe t ha ne - -wa 1ter

i\C. Jrcp
Diameter

d

(cm.)

: Drop
: Velocity

', '>
.

: (c.T./sec)

: Re : C^ : We .,,^/,o.i5 .p ,, ,0.15C^wet

1 0.11^ 20.1 255 0.72 1.27 9.3 25.1
2 0.132 22.5 332 0.6';' 1.8^ 12.1 33.8
3 0.1lf9 2^.^ ^05 0.6^- 2.^1+ Ik.Q 1+2.8
k r.169 26.^ ^97 0.62 3.12 18.1 53.

c

5 0.177 27.0 532 0.622 3.55 19^^ 60.5
6 CIS 5 27.8 57^ 0.612 3.93 21.0 65.9
7 0.2C2 29.0 652 O.6I5 1+.67 23.8 78..6
8 0.2C7 29.5 681 0.608 ^.95 2^.9 82.5
Q 0.219 29.3 715 0.652 5.17 26.1 92.^
IG 0.229 28.8 7-]5 0.707 5.23 26.3 101.3
11 0.2^0 27.-7 7^1 0.80 5.06 27^1 111.0
12 0.26if 27^1 797 0.92 5.33 29.1 l^U.2
13 C.268 27.1 810 0.935 5.^2 29.6 1^3.3
1^+ O.2SC 27.0 832 0.98^ 5.62 30A 151.2
15 C.303 25.2 865 1.2^ 5.38 31.6 133.0
16 0.^60 25.0 1002 1.^7 6.15 ^6.6 2^3 .

Tabl<2 5. Ethvl chloro?>cetate---water

I\o. : Drop
:Dia.T,eter

: d

: Drop
tVelocity

: (cms/sec

>

: Re : Vie
:^eA'-^^ 0,.e&'^

:(cc) :

1 0.21^ 10 ..0 233 0.^15 1.^6 9.2 16.3
2 0.230 11.1 28^ 0.366 1.9^ 11.0 19.

c

'i 0.266 12.9 392 0.31 3.02 15.2 25.0
k 0.297

: 13.-6 hhh 0.312 3-75 17.2 31.^
5 0.319 13.6 W5 0.3^."+ ^.U3 13.8 36.1
6 C-33C 13.7 50^ 0.3^2 ^.23 19-5 39.0
7 C.3^9 13^5 526 0.372 ^.35 20.^ ^3.5
8 C.333 13.1 560 0.^35 k,k9 21.7 52.5
9 0.392 13.2 577 0.^36 h.ee 22.^ 5^.5
10 0.^15 12.6 583 0.507 k.50 2 2..6 61.2
11 C.^^^ 12.3 608 0.57 ^..6 23.6 70.^
12 C.505 11.9 670 0.692 ^.83 26.0 90.7
13 0.57^ 11.^ 730 0.855 5.1 23.-3 117.0
1^ . 6U-0 10.9 778 1.0^5 5.2 30.2 1^+6.0

15 0.665 10.9 307 1.085 5A 31.^ 158.0
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Table 6. Chi or cbonzene—vjn ter

1:^0. Jrcp
Diameter

d

(C.T..)

Drop
Velocity

(cm/sec

)

Re V/e
Re/F

C.15
C.WeI^-^5

1 0.596 1^.5 Q6k 0.^+27 3T5^ 22.8 63.7
2 C . 6h2 1^.3 102^ 0.^27 3.70 2^.3 66.6
3 0.6U-5 1^.3 1030 0.^29 3.72 21+.^ 67.3
k 0.636 1^.2 1086 0.1+68 3.90 25.3 77.0
b 0.695 1^.0 1035 0.^32 3.3^ 25.8 78.0
D 0.772 13.3 119C 0.55? 3.97 28.2 92.5
7 0.777 1^.1 1220 0.531 ^.35 23.9 97.5
8 0.836 13.5 1335 0.661 ^.56 31.7 127.2
y 0.990 12.7 li+00 0..33^ ^.50 33.2 158 ..0

10 0.991 12.9 1^26 0..310 ^.65 33.8 158.7
11 1.119 12.7 1530 0.9^^ 5.08 ^7.^ 202.0

Table 7. Corr.r.ariscn of observed ar:d calculated peak velocities
and corresj^ ondinF aror dlarr.oters.

System

Carbon 22.75
Tetra-
chloride

Tetra- 21.8
chloro-
ethane

0-Kitro- 12.9
toluene

Tetra- 29.5
bromo-
e thane

Ethyl- 13.7
chloro-
acetate

Chloro- 1^.5
benzene

(Uo)p ••(d)p
obs. :obs.

_(.crr./se c) ; (ck. )

zcalc; :calc.
; cm/sec: cm .

d/5

Dev.
Uo /•'

0.3 55 1.95xlO-^o"~2i .6 . 320 -9.35 -5.28
'

0.31 0.835x10^^ 13.9 0.31^ 1.33 -13.3

O.i+92 l.,86xl0^° 13.25 0.5^5 10.3 2.71

0.207 0.385x10^0 26.3 0.138 -9.17 -10.85

0.330 3.3^xlo9 13.9 C.271 1.1+6 -13.2

0.596 6.31x10^0 13.0 0.752 26.2 -10. 3^+

(U^)p = 1.23 /_dijF-0- 238

(d)^, = 3.58 / ^i\ 1
p (T7Tuo>P
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unique curve frr all systems except the aniline-water system.

The failure c£ the latter tc correlate may well be due tc the

fact that it has a very low interfacial tension as well as its

susceptibility tc oxidation in contact with air.

Data of licht and Narasirahamurty (36) is shewn graphically

in Figure 2. Four of the liquids used by them were the same as

those used by Hu and Kintner (33). The curves of Licht and

Karasimhamurty do not exhibit sharp peaks as those exhibited

by the curves of Hu and Plintner. Also a comparison of the two

sets of data indicates that the velocities obtained by the

former workers were higher than those obtained by the latter

in each cf these four cases. The differences amount tc roughly

IC per cent. This indicates that their drops began to circu-

late internally at a sm.aller drop size than usual. This may

well have been due to the relatively high purity of their ma-

terials.

A plot of the data of licht and r^arasimhamurty using the

Hu-Kintner correlation, i^^. , a plot of C^WeF^'*^^ versus Re/

F '• ^ on log-log coordinates, is shown in Figure 3. In spite of

a small scatter it appears that their data, with the exception of

ethylchlcroacetate-water system, can be well correlated by the

Ku-Kintner correlation. The scatter might be due tc the fact

that on the whole the velocity-drop diameter data is not as

smooth and shows more fluctuations than those cf Hu and Kintner.

The failure of the ethylchloroacetate-water system to correlate

may very well be due to a faulty value of the Interfacial ten-

sion. It may be noted that War shay, Bogusz, Johnson and Kintner
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(65), for the ssir.e system, repcrted a value of 16. '(3 dynes/cm.

whereas the value used by Licht and Narasimhamurty was 1^.6

dynes/cm.

The ccrT.pariscn of predicted values of peak terminal veloc-

ity and the diameter correspcnding to this peak, velocity with

the observed values (Table 7) indicate rather poor agreement

and this can be explained in viev; of the fact that the observed

velocities of Licht and Karasimhamurty were approximately 10

per ce.:t in excess of those reported by Ku and Kintner.

Licht and Karasimhamurty offered the following correlation:

= C..87^ + OA25 (8)

where yS is defined as in equr:tion (8). This correlation appears

to be less useful and less general since it failed to bring all

s
their data on one single line. When CV^rN was plotted as ordinate

versus ^ as abscissae, a series of stright lines were obtained

and equation (3) above represents the mean of all the six curves.

The terminal velocity-drop diameter data of Klee and Trey-

bal (29) is shown on Figure \^ They offered two different cor-

relations for each of tv;o drop diameter-terminal velocity

regions:

Uoi = 33.3
f^-'^^ Af'">^

p-^-=^^ d0.70 (11)

Since they claimed that these two correlations were superior

to the Hu-Kintner correlation for low interfacial tension sys-

tems, the data on five of their systems were plotted using the
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Hu-Kintner correlation as shown Jn Figure 5. Four of the sys-

tems chosen, ncnyl alcohol, sec-butyl alcohol, methyl ethyl

ketone and .T.ethyl isobutyl ketone had interfacial tensions of

less than ten dynes/cm. Pentachloroethane-water systea: was

chosen for coniparison.

A Hu-Kintner plot of their data shows excellent aijreement

for all the systems studied. This clearly indicates that the

Hu-Kintner correlation applies equally well to systems of ex-

tremely low interfacial tensions as well. The latter can be

put, V7ith slight modifications, in the sane form as the equations

offered by Klee and Treybal (equations 9 and 10), but with dif- -

ferent constants. This indicates that their correlations are a

special case of the Hu-Kintner correlation. Also the peak vel-

ocity between the two regions is not accounted for. According

to their computations, using their own equations and the data of

Hu and Kintner, resulted in rather poor agreement in Region I

(15.2 per cent average deviation) where the velocity is increas-

ing v/ith drop size (29).

The materials used by Klee and Treybal were of commercial

grade, and no attempt was m^ade to purify themi. Also, their

equations predict a velocity fully independent of drop size

while the data of Hu and Kintner (23) and Licht and Karasimiham.-

urty (36) indicate otherwise.

Comparison of calculated values of peak velocity and the

drop diameter corresponding to this peak velocity using relations

offered by Ku and Kintner, with those observed (Table I3) show

poor agreement particularly for low interfacial systems. This
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T3.ble '-

. ihyslcsl tirrrerties; Data of Klee and Trevbal.
Drop i

f^^
\ p ~Af : U^,

'-

p : <^i : I :T^C,
liouid : : : : : ' : : :

I^onj^l C.52H2 0.9^32 C.17^C 0.162 O.OICO ^.9 6.37x10^
alcohol

20

Sec- 0.8660 0.9705 0.10^5 0.0273 O.OI56 0.6 3.3^x10^ 28
butvl
alcohol

I.ethyl 0.3370 0.960 O.I23O O.OO6O 0.01^-5 0.3 ^.67x10^ 2h
ethyl
ketone

re^hyl 0.3155 0.99^7 C.1792 0.0060 0.0093 9.8 7.2^x10^ 20
i£C-
butyl
ketone

tenta- 1.67^0 0.9978 0.9978 0.0203 0..0095 ^2.^ 1.355x10-^^ 25
chloro-
e thane

P - density, gm/cc.

a = viscosity, poises

oi = interfacial tension, dynes/cm.

Sub o = organic phase

others = continuous phase
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Tab] e c. Y.cn^ ^1 alcohol ---v;ater

1:0. : Drop
:D±ar.:eter

:(ci:.,)

: Drcx
: Velocity

: (cn:/sec)

iie

;

""^ : We :ReAC.15

1 0.10 ^.7 ^7 1.03 oM 3.1^ 6.93
2 C.ll 5.0 55 1.003 0.56 3.63 S.k
5 0.16 6.2 99 0.95 1.25 6.62 17.73
K O.lS 6.7 120 0.915 1.65 8.02 22.6
5 0.22 3.0 176 0.781+ 2.87 11.77 33.6

0.23 3.3 190 0.761 3.26 12.7 37.1
7 0.23 3.6 2^0 0.36if i+.22 16.05 5^.5
S C.33 9.1 300 0.906 5.57 20.05 75.5
c 0.61 9.1 r.^\+ ].68 10.1 37.0 25^.0
IC 0.69 C.2 6^k 1.86 11.9 ^2.ii 331.0
11 O.il 0.2 7h^ 2.18 1^.0 ^9.6 ^56.0

Table 10. Sec-butvl clcchol--v/ater

l\c. Drop
Diameter

d

(en..)

Drop
Velocity

(cm/sec)

Re tve
Re/f

-0.15
CrjA'ei-

0.15

1 0.03 2.9 11+.1+ 1.3'' 1.09 3.02 6.96
2 0.09 3.2 13.0 1.?!+ 1.^9 3.78 8.21 "'

3 0.15 ^.6 k5,8 1.0 5.1^ 9.52 2k.

^

h 0.15 5.0 he. 7 0.31+6 6.08 9.8 2^.6
5 0.26 5.8 9^ 1.09 1^.2 19.7 73.0
o 0.39 6.0 li+6 1.53 22.7 30.6 166.0
7 0.50 6.0 137 1.96 29.2 39.2 273.0 '

3 0.53 5.9 213 2.35 32.7 kh.7 363.0
Q 0.6)+ 6.0 2^0 2.51 37.3 50.^ i+i+6.0
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Tnble ]1. I-'et nvl ethvl ketone—v;ster

I'iC. Drcr : DroD : ,He : C^ : We •^ ..0.15 0.15
Diameter : Velocity ,Re/F C. V/3I-

d ' ''0

(c:0 : (cm/sec)
1 0.C1+ 2.0 5.3 1.67 C.5I I.V9 3.03
ci C.C6 2.6 10.3 I.V9 1.3 2.9 6.9
5
-> C.C7 3.1 IV. ir 1.22 2.15 V.G5 9.35
!+ G.IG 3.3 25.2 1.16 V.62 7.03 19.1
5 C.ll ^.2 3C.6 l.OV 6.2 8.6 23.0
6 C.12 ^.3 33.2 0.37 3.35 10.7 27.^
7 C.I5 5.C Vs.

7

l.OC 12.0 13.95 V2.7
3 C.2^ p.

5

87.5 1.33 23.2 2V.6 110.
0.33 5.6 122 1.76 33.1 3V.2 207.0

IC 0.35 5.6 13c 1.37 35.1 36.6 23V.
11 0.37 5.5 135 2. 05 35.3 37.9 261.0
12 OA9 ^.6 132 2.62 V9.I 51.2 V53.C

Table 12 . I-'e
t
'nvl i

s

obutvl ketone--v;ater

Kc. Drcr
Diameter

d

(cm)

: Drop
:Velocity

: ( cm/sec i_

Re
:

^2 : We
Re/f^-15 •

_Oj_)..veF

1 0.09 V.3 V2 1.15 G.I7 1.97 V.16
2 0.12 5.V 69 0.97 0.36 3.2V 7.VV
7 0.16 6.3 103 0.95 0.6V 5.06 12.96
U 0.13 7.0 135 0.37 0.39 6.3V 16.5
5 0.22 5-3 219 0.60 1.93 10.3 2V.6
6 0.23 ^.3 29V 0.69 3.0 13.3 VV.l
7 G.32 10. V 356 0.70 3.52 16.7 52.5
3 0.39 10.

V

V3V 0.35 V.36 20. V 79.0
0.V3 10.6 V88 0.90 V.9C 22.9 9V.

10 0.57 10.

V

6V5 1.2V 6.25 30.3 16V
11 0.67 10.

V

7^5 1.V6 7.36 35.0 229
12 0.77 10. V 356 1.68 SX5 V0.2 302
13 0.36 10.

V

955 1.88 9.^5 VV.3 ^,73
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Table I3. Cc:r:pf:riscn of observed and calculated peak velocities
•-.nd ccrrcsvicr.dinir. drrr dlsmeters.

byster. (U^), : (d)r.

cbs". : cbs".

( c g/sec; : (cn:/sec )

(U^) : (d) :I/ev. :Dev,
caic^ :calct:d % i H^

(c;r./sec) : (cfL) i

C.33 6.87x10'' 372 0.26 -20.2 -10.

9

!' cnyl
alcohol

>-jec-

butyl
alcohol

I'ethvl
ethyl
k G t one

: ethyl
isobutyl
ketone

1 enta-
chloro-
e thane

o p

6.0 0.3^ 3-3^x10

.0

\
^.c 0.11+ -53.3 -33.3

0.2^ ^.67x10^ 3-^ C.I3 -^5.3 -39.3

10. 5 0.37 7.2^x10^ 10.1 0.35 -5.^ -3.3

20.3 0.36 1.355x10^^ 21.^ 0.33 -3.3 0.5

(U^)^ = 1.23 lJi\ i--^-233
O'Xi

(d). z 3.53 ill
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Table 1^. Ihysical rrcrerties: data of Johnson and rsraida.

p '- 1.C635 gr.s/cc; p = C.C197'+ poises; u =
G.CC.39-^7 r cis es: T -' 25^0. '

''^

licuid Fc
' Af : t<i ;: i-

Carbon tetra-
chloride

1.5357 0.5172 ^^.26 1.286x10^

Brcrr.obenzene 1A90C 0.^^215 3^.60 7.5^x10^^

Etl;:'l brrr-ide C.kkk5 C.3760 27.36 U.lSxlo''^

Nitrobenzene 1.1930 C.1295 21.61 5.93x10^

C-Nitrotoluene 1.153^ 0.0393 2l+,^9 ]. 2^x10°

f = density/, gn./cc.

p - viscosity, poises

(^1 = interfacial tension, dynes/cm.

Sab c - organic phase

Sub w = water phase

others = continuous phase
. 2

F = (<i^ f
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HC' V'le 1^. Cfirbrn tetra c h 1 or i d e - -2 ? .
5""^

?^ 1vc er ol

Ko. :Jrcr : ie •' C-0 : .7e : lie ":CnWe'-"
:,d.l5

:C.;/efC.15
:Diar;.. :Vel.

, TT

• :^0.15

C.125
.(cr, /sea)

;(p/|:iw)

X 0.3 ^2.5 1 CO 0.12 1.32 5 ^^.56 ^.93
2 0.151 3.1 66 l.^^5 O.lCiS 2.8^ 6.69 5.99
3 0.175 9.2 37 1.31 0.357 3.7^ 10.9 9.75
k C.19 ICC 103 1.2 O.H57 t+.^H2 12.3 11.1+5
5 0.27 15.3 230 0.63 1.62 9.86 25.6 22.9
b 0.2S 16.3 2^6 0.67 1.79 10.55 27.9 25.0
7 0.^2 16.3 290 C.,76 2.13 12.^5 33.6 3^.6
d 0.35 17.5 331 0.72 2.53 11+.2 ^3.3 ^,3.8
9 0.33 13.3 376 0.72 3.07 16.^ 51.5 ^6.1
IC c.^^ 13.3 k-^6 0.76 3.^7 13.7 61.5 55.0
iJ C.^75 J.0 . p h75 C.79 3.92 2C.^ 72.1 ek.e
12 C.52 17.3 500 l.Ci+ 3.97 21.5 96.2 86.1

Table 16. -rcncbe'hzene

—

23.5'j glycerol
l\o. ' i^rcp

;Diain.

; d

i>rcp

Vel.
TT

(c.T./s ec

)

rie we lie

p0.l5

1 0.12 5 5.5 37 2.1^ 0.li+>+
2 0.16 7.2 62 1.59 0.315
>. C.175 3.1 76 1.37 0.^36
c 0.20 9.0 97 1.27 0.615
5 0.^0 1^.0 227 1.1 2.2^
6 0.375 15.7 318 0.78 3.52
7 0.^1 16.3 360 0.79 ^.15
8 O.Ih^ 17.1 ^07 0.77 ^.39
9 0.50 17.0 ^60 0.39 5.^9
10 0.53 16.5 1+72 1.0 5.^8
11 0.6 15.5 502 1.29 5.kQ
12 0.75 1^.5 627 1.61 6.85

CTN;7e •

..0.15 Cr)V/ef
,0.15

.^t/l
,o.m

1.73 6.55 5.86
2.9 10.7 9.59
3.56 12.8 11..^6
^+.53 16.7 1^.96
10.6 52.7 k7.2
1^.3 58.3 52.7
16.8 70.2 62.9
19.1 30.5 72.0
21.5 10^.1+ 93.5
22.5 117 105
23.5 151 135
29.^ 2^6 212
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Tabic) 17. ritrcfcenzene---?3.5:^ plvcerol

Ho. Drop
Dian:.

(cm)

: Drnr
: Veil
: U^
'.(cm/sec

: He

\

.

J'

;

'^ '••/e : ?.e :C We-
: d.l5
, u

V -'.'^"^^
= .0.15
. 1

. C -, //e ir

,J

:(|Vp)^-i'

1 C.^1 o.S 217 0.67b 1.95 10.5 27.2 2^."+

2 C.52 10.6 293 0.73^ 2.39 1^.5 ^3.7 39.2

3 0.55 11.0 327 0.72 3.3 15.9 ^9.0 ^3.9
h C.6C 12.0 339 0.66 h.2S 13.9 53.2 52.1
c; 0.67 12.5 ^52 0.68 5.13 21.9 72.5 65.0
6 0.725 12.3 ^82 0.76 5.^3 23.^ 35.0 76.1

7 0.825 11.5 512 0.99 5.^ 2^.3 110.0 93.5
8 0.36 11.5 5^h 1.03 5.63 25.9 119.5 107

G . 90 1] . 6 5ek 1.06 6.0 27.1+ 131.0 117..3

Table l3. C-r:itrctoluene--23. 5/o glycerol

I\C. : Drcj
: Diar.
: d
: (cm)

: Drcp
: Vel.

:(cir./sec

;

:
^-^e: C^ : V/e : Re :

pC.15
V M -^-15

:p0.l5 :

.C.v.'ei^

:(p/pv)^'--^''

1 0.1+9 9.^ 2^8 0.61 1.39 10.7 26.7 23.0
2 0.53 9.8 307 0.665 2.^^ 1-^.25 37.5 3^.6
3 C.65 11.0 336 0.59 3.^^ 16.65 ^7.0 V2.1
1+ 0.63 12.0 khO 0.52 ^.29 19. 51.7 1+5.3
c; 0.7^ 12.0 if30 0.565 ^.66 20.7 61.0 5^.6
6 0.32 11.9 527 0.6^ 5.08 22.7 75.3 67.5

7 0.90 11.0 535 C.82 ^'77 2^.0 90.5 31.0

v^
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is net surprising in view of the fact that expressions for pre-

dicting^ peak velocity ana the corresponding diameter were de-

veloped fro::', data obtained on high interfacial tension systems, -•-.

Agreement is good for methyl isobutyl ketone -water (d'i = 9.-3

dynes/cT.) and rents chloroethane-water (c^i = ^2.'+ dynes/cm) sys-

tems, as would be expected. Two of the ether tiiree cystems had

interfacial tensions of less than one dyne per cm.

The velocity-drop aian:eter data obtained by Johnson and

Braida (26) on four liqi:ids, using a 2-3.5 per cent gl/cercl

srliiticn in water as the continuous r^hase, is shown graphically

in Figure 6. These curves also do not exhibit sharp peaks and

are siaiilar in this respect to those of Licht and Narasirnham-

urty (36) and Klee and Treybal (29). A peakless curve is forced

in systems which have a surface active agent present. However,

because a peakless curve is formed it does not necessarily fol-

low that a surface-active agent is involved.

A Ku-Kintner plot of the data is shown in Figure 7. The

solid line indicates the mean line through all the data points.

The water line, which is the theoretical Hu-Kintner line for

drops falling in water is shown dashed, a correlation can be

obtained by shifting the former curve to the 'water line. This

can be done by dividing the ordinates by (u/u^^) '-^ and plot-

ting against log Re/I^'*-'-^ as usual. The entire data points are

thus shifted down and can be represented by the :^xashed theoret-

ical line, thus giving a correlation of the data. This indicates

arpQicabillty of the Ku-Kintner correlation to systemis that

have viscosities higher than that of water, though not excessively
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high.

COKCLUSIOK

The terminal velocities for the data of licht and Karasim-

haiT.urty (36) were found to be higher than those reported by Ha

and Kintner (33) for the same systems. This indiCc-tcs the pres-

ence of internal circulation in the crops studied by the former

workers at a drop size smaller than usual. For the data of all

the three workers (26, 29, 36) studied, the Hu-Kintner correla-

tion was found to give good correlation of the data; in the case

of the data of Johnson and Braida (26), the ordinate has to be

divided by a viscosity correction factor in order tc make the

data fall on the water line. The correlations developed by Klee

and Treybal (29) were found to be special cases of the Hu-Kint-

ner correlation. The latter gave a good correlation even for

systems of interfacial tensions less than one dyne per cm.

The corriparison of predicted values of peak terminal veloc-

ities and the corresponding drop diameters shov/ed poor agreement

for the data of Licht and Karasimhamurty (36). This is due to

the fact that their reported values for the fall velocities were

higher than those reported by other workers. In the case of

the data of Klee and Treybal (29) agreement between predicted and

observed values was found to be poor for low interfacial tension

systems, and good for systems of higher interfacial tensions.
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LIST CF SYi-iBOLS

A Totel cross section rf tower

a Constant

Cq Drag coefficient , V3-_4£ • _^

s
Ct^ 2rag coefficient of a rigid sphere

d Drop equivalent diameter, cm.

D Column internal diacieter, cm.

e Ease of natural logarithm

F Drag force, dynes

2
Fr Froude number, U^/dg

g Gravitational acceleration, crc./secT

¥.-^ Correction factor for fluidity of moving body

K^. •'all correction factor, U^/u

K K group, gji^/ p(<±-'

Q^ Superficial volumetric dispersed phase flcv; rate

Of Superficial volumetric continuous phase flov; rate

Re Reynolds number, dU^/u

S Distance of fall required for reaching terminal velocity
vhen starting from, rest, cm.

t Tim.e, sec.

T Temperature, ^C

u Point velocity, cm;. /sec

11(3 Terminal velocity with no wall effect, cm. /sec.

V Slip velocity, cmi./sec.

V^ Droplet terminal velocity, cm. /sec.

vVe V/eber num.ber, U^df /6i
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LIST 0? syi-;eois

(Continued)

i 1-hysical rrcrerty rroup, ?6\^ p

yB Drop rrcrerty .rrcup, gd^ Ap/hd'l

(z Void fraction

1-t Holdup of dispersed phase

p Viscosity of field fluid, poises

pQ Viscosity of orgc>nic phase, poises

p^^
Viscosity of water, poises

71 3.1^16

f^
Density of field fluid, grn./cc.

f
Density of orp^anic phase, gm./cc.

Af Density difference of a system, (f^- f)

oi Interfacial tension, dynes/cm.

Subscripts:

c Property at critical drop size

p Property at peak velocity

I Hegion where drop velocity increases with increasing arop
aiarneter ^

a f

II Region where drop velocity remains constant with increasing
drop diacieter
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Literature pertinent to the subject has been reviewed at

some length and alsc various aspects of practical importance

have been considered. Theoretically developed methematical

expressions for drop riiOticn in liquid cedia are presented.

Correlations developed by four different authors have

been conirared and their relative merits discussed..

The data of Licht and I\arasirchamurty (36)5 Klee and

Treybal (29) and Johnson and Braida (26) have been recalculated

using the Hu-Kintner correlation. Mots of leg C^Wet '-^^ ver-

C 1"^
sus log He/F ' -^ have been obtained in order tc check whether

different systems can be represented by one single curve.

Calculated and observed values of peak terminal velocities

and the corresponding diameters have been compared so as to check

the consistency of the empirical correlations relating the above

variables with the physical properties of the systems,-

By using a viscosity correction factor the data of John-

son and Braida (26), for systems with higher field fluid vis-

cosity, have been made to coincide with the theoretical curve for

systems with water as field fluid.


